
MAY  2 0 0 8
P.O. Box 20707, Phoenix, AZ 85036

Dear Harvest Partner, Tele: (602) 996-3187

Global  events  are  in  the news everywhere. In the next three letters we’re going to touch on a vital 
subject; one that has far-reaching implications for the future of this planet. As we see at this moment there 
is raging a financial crises at a time that inflation is truly showing itself. Seemingly the only way the 
government can keep a serious recession from happening is to print more money. But in the end this will only 
make inflation much worse. But this is not the main subject. We’re beginning a series on worldwide food 
shortages and what this will mean according to the Word of God. Already there are food riots. Many 
countries are not exporting their rice and other foods for fear of not having enough for their own country. These 
events will seem small at first but will grow into one of the most enormous problems that mankind has ever 
faced. And how all this comes about we’ll discuss in the next three letters. You don’t want to miss any of it. –
Also I’ll be releasing some very special writings that will give you complete and full understanding of this 
major event. It will reveal how God has made a way out for the Elect during this darkest hour. And now 
I’m going to go to a quote by Neal Frisby:

“Evidence reveals that a catastrophic world famine will come! The Scriptural 3rd horseman of the 
apocalypse will ride! (Rev. 6:5,6) The black horseman among other things portrays famine and worldwide 
inflation looming large in the days ahead entering the beast kingdom! This unfolds that there will be shortages, 
and scales are used! The man on the black horse will use controls evolving into a mark!”

“In a word of prophecy I would like to say the world is heading for a climactic showdown gathering. 
International events are forming for a huge monopoly system like a giant computer, as an evil head in a 
wheel with spokes of iron running into every nation!”  “This will be the false systems rising to contest the 
Headstone God who was rejected! (Mark 12:10) Their final doom will be Armageddon! A sinister figure is 
about to step forth! The nations including the U.S.A. are involved in international trade. Also the money 
gradually will be put into and handled from and through one giant system! (Bank) All this will slowly be 
maturing and then suddenly and quickly be under the hands of the anti-Christ finally precipitating into this 
Scripture, Rev. 13:15-17. All metals, food and resources will be controlled in this vast system of wealth!”  Dan. 
2, “reveals Rome was to be a dual Empire. This was seen by the legs of iron in the image, East and West 
Europe. Then at the end of time, in the 10 toes of it, a new element of clay, which is Communism, is seen 
mixed with the iron of Babylon! Then “the little horn” the man of sin and fierce countenance stands up to rule, 
although at first he may have lamb-like qualities he will end as a diabolical figure also in association with the 
United States! But Daniel said the stone (Christ) would strike this great image at the toes destroying it at the 
end!” “The prophet sees this religious beast in his height of madness. (Dan. 11: 36-39) Although this Scripture 
has a double meaning it alludes to the anti-Christ also in his incarnate stage!” (Ezek. 28:2, “Thus saith the 
Lord God, because thine heart is lifted up and thou has said I am God, I sit in the seat of God, in the 
midst of the seas; yet thou art man and not God.”)  “Read verse 11 through 19. They show satan’s 
involvement in this willful king at the end!”

“Even as some of the earth’s resources are running out it is God’s way of showing us time is running out! The 
different shortages are no doubt pointing to worse things to appear, like food coming under control, work, 
buying and selling! These different crises along with other events later will give some man ungodly power! The 
Lord Jesus is giving the nations warning that some day it will be too late to prepare!” “Again it is His hour of 
divine outpouring, the reckoning of His will is upon us!” – “This is the hour where the saints’ united body 
will be blessed and healed resting under the mighty wings of the Lord of Host! End quote.

All who write will be sent these two Special Writings, “Restoration of the Beast Power” – a timely message 
and also “Wonderful, Beautiful Positive Promises” – a very uplifting special writing that I know you will 
enjoy. Also I’m releasing a new DVD called “Startling and Amazing Signs!” – We would ask that you do the 
best that you can this month. Your support and your prayers truly mean a lot to the ministry. Just a note to let 
you know our shipment is to arrive in Nigeria around May 1st. They have sent their thanks and gratitude to all 
of us. A reminder to let you know the new website should be up and running in the month of May and then we 
will close our old website. We are praying especially this month for the Lord to move for His people to answer 
their concerns about their lost loved ones and that the Lord will supply all of their needs, giving them rest and 
peace.
                                         Your Brother in Christ,

All three new CD’s/Cassettes, $15.00 donation:                          New DVD release: “Startling and Amazing Signs!”
“Commanding Super Faith!”                                                          Also available: “Faith Delivers”
“Wise Understanding”                                                                                     ($20.00 donation each)
“God’s Promises Are Infallible”
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